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All money has impact



No more excuses. You either invest for a positive future or against it.
 Our story 



 Welcome at Triodos Investment Management. We are a pure-play and globally active impact investor. We classify all our funds as Article 9 funds and offer investment strategies across all asset classes serving a client base of professional investors. Join us in making money work for positive change!




In the spotlight
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Insight
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Investment



	More insights
Get a taste of all that impact investing has to offer in Inside Impact Investing






Sign up to receive our latest insights and updates




Explore
Vision on impactImpact investingFund overviewImpact reportsInvestment OutlookTriodos IMFunding possibilitiesFund information for non-professionalsSFDR and EU TaxonomyPress informationCareer opportunitiesInsights and news





Now more than ever, today's global challenges need impact investing. Find out how we made money work for positive change in 2023.
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Explore our 2023 impact highlights

Read more






Find out how our investments work towards a green, inclusive and resilient economy.

Impact on a global scale


 Explore our investments 


Investment strategies



Triodos Investment Management invests to generate social and environmental impact alongside a healthy financial return. We focus our investment activities across several overarching themes:



Impact Equities
and Bonds
Financial
Inclusion

Sustainable Food
and Agriculture
Energy
and Climate

Latest insights and news
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2 April 2024
How to get rid of ‘Earth Overshoot Day’
ColumnSeveral European countries had their Earth Overshoot Day in the past few weeks, others will follow soon. To keep Earth livable, we must change our ways, write Matija Kajić and Ernst Hobma.
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28 March 2024
Ignore the noise: Impact investing is on the right side of history
ColumnAlarmist headlines, powerful conglomerates and so-called ‘anti-woke’ politicians cast doubt, but they can never prevent progress. Impact investing is on the right side of history.
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27 March 2024
Why we take a clear stance against investing in the defence industry
InsightWith the multiple armed conflicts taking place, pressure is growing to spend more on arms. Many look in the direction of private investors. Triodos IM takes a clear stance against investing in this sector.
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27 March 2024
Triodos IM opens up its funds to Swedish retail investors via online fund platform Fondo
Press ReleaseTriodos Investment Management is broadening the availability of its investment funds on the Swedish market
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26 March 2024
Back on the investment radar
OutlookBetter-than-expected performance translates into positive investor sentiment towards emerging markets. Good news, as a major investment push is needed to finance the necessary transitions.
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26 March 2024
Hard landing, soft landing, no landing?
OutlookThe key question for the coming quarter is: will the economy indeed slow down? Our forecast for a soft landing has us take a neutral position in both equities and bonds.
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22 March 2024
Building an impactful fintech portfolio
InterviewCaspar Sprokel shares his insights in Triodos IM’s investment approach and the next steps in actively growing a highly diverse fintech portfolio in emerging markets.
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19 March 2024
Financing solar energy in Brazil
InvestmentWith a USD 5 million debt facility to AXS Energia in Brazil, Triodos IM funds diversify their renewable energy portfolio in emerging markets.
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14 March 2024
Triodos Investment Management in 2023
Press ReleaseIn 2023, Triodos IM’s assets under management increased to EUR 5.7 billion (end of 2022: EUR 5.5 billion). Compared to the year-end figures of 2022, an increase of 2.8%.
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13 March 2024
Triodos Investment Management and Lendahand join forces
Press ReleaseNew partnership to mobilise more capital from retail investors to high-impact companies in emerging and developing economies.



Invest for impact


Discover our impact funds
 Explore our funds 




 Contact our investor relations team 
 About Triodos IM 
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Watch this short film to see how we want to shape the future through the investments we make. And why we want others to copy us.
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Discover our impact funds
 Explore our funds 




 Contact our investor relations team 
 About Triodos IM 
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Contact menu
Triodos IM office
Landgoed De Reehorst
 Hoofdstraat 10
 3972 LA Driebergen-Rijsenburg
 The Netherlands
 Tel: +31 (0) 30 693 65 00
> Directions



Media enquiries
> Contact our press team 



Investor relations
> Contact our investor relations team



Funding options
> Energy and Climate
 > Sustainable Food and Agriculture
 > Financial Inclusion






Your personal cookie settings
The Triodos IM website uses cookies. By default, we use a basic set of cookies for technical purposes and to collect anonymous data for website analysis. Additionally, we use cookies to customise content on the website based on your website behaviour. These cookies will only be placed if you click ‘Accept’. You can manage your cookie preferences by clicking ‘Your personal cookie settings’.
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